
Ailbhe’s Chinese portrait 
 

I . BEFORE you listen,  FOCUS on the speaker’s LOOKS (gender, 

age, clothes, moves…) as well as on the SCENERY (background, 

accessories…). Give at least one piece of information about each :    

……...….    …...…….   ……...….    …...…….    ……...….    ……...…..    ……...….           

LISTEN to the speaker’s FIRST SENTENCE.  COMPLETE the sentence here :  

1. «  If I were an ………… , I would ….. a ………… ………… … ………… ………... ..……... . » 

How surprising is that?  :-D 

II . Now LISTEN and WRITE the beginning of each of the 10 sentences. 

1/ If I were an animal…     6/ If I were ...………………………            

2/ If I ..………………………….…     7/ If I ...….…………………………   

3/ If ..………………………………     8/ If ..………………………………   

4/ …..………………………………     9/ …..………………………………   

5/ …..………………………………     10/ …..…………………………….. 

 

III . LISTEN once more. NUMBER the pictures as you hear the 10 words. And cross the odd ones out !  

 

IV . And LISTEN again. CROSS the odd ones out as you complete the ten sentences.  

 2/ … I would be ……………..… because I ………..… trees / nature/ water. 

 3/ … I would be ……………..… because I ………..… all the greenery / green here. 

 4/ … I would be ………... …...…..… because I’d …… to ………..… the world / globe.   

 5/ … I would be ……………..… : I  ………..… it very exciting / really interesting. 

 6/ … I would be ………... …...…..… because I ………..… his movies / music.   

 7/ … I would be ……………..… because it ………. ……………..… nice / like rice.  

 8/ … I would be ……………..… because I ………..… the car / colour. 

 9/ … I would be ……………..… : I really ………..… these books / the stories. 

 10/ … I would be ……………..… : I ………..… it very interesting / really exciting. 

 

V . PRACTICE your pronunciation and speech !  Pretend you are Ailbhe and finish her sentences.  

VI . Now it’s YOUR GO !  Make YOUR OWN Chinese portrait in ten sentences …  


